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AbstractAbstract
• Broadening of Sodium (Na) lines by H2

and He gases: atmospheres of Brown
Dwarfs.Simulation of the atmosphere of

Brown Dwarfs on linear gravitational
Heat Pipe Oven (HPO), and record the
ascorbic spectra of sample and then

compare it with real specters of Brown
Dwarfs. The result are some interesting
and new conclusions about Brown Dwarfs

atmospheres.



Brown dwarfs



Experimental setup for simulations of Brown Dwarfs
atmosphere



About Brown DwarfsAbout Brown Dwarfs
• Brown dwarfs lack
• sufficient mass
•  (about 80 Jupiters) to
•  ignite the fusion of hydrogen in their

cores, and thus never become true stars.
The smallest true stars (red dwarfs) may
have cool atmospheric temperatures (less
than 4,0 00 degrees Kelvin (K)), making it
difficult for astronomers to distinguish
them from brown dwarfs. Giant planets
(such as Jupiter) may be much less

•
massive than brown dwarfs, but are about the same diameter and may contain
many of the same molecules in th eir atmospheres. The challenge for
astronomers searching for brown dwarfs is to distinguish between these
objects at interstellar distances.



Atmospheres/structureAtmospheres/structure

Internal structures of red dwarfs, brown dwarfs and giant planets may
provide the ultimate test to distinguish between these celestial objects. Both
red dwarfs and brown dwarfs mix the contents of their cores and their
surfaces through convective heating and cooling, but the absence of
thermonuclear reactions in the brown dwarf permits the presence of fragile
molecules such as lithium. I general they are not chemically differentiated
throughout their depths. In  contrast to  planets are formed in the
agglomeration of smaller solid bodies they should be chemically differentiated
at different depths, including a solid  "metallic" core and gaseous upper
layers.



experimentexperiment
• Final look of experimental setup with

halogen light source on right and
monochromator on left. Heat pipe
oven in the middle

The look of HPO
without isolations,
cooling and vacuum
sistem

-first published results we
expect very soon :)



Spectra of Brown DwarfsSpectra of Brown Dwarfs

Picture



The Theory of Brown DwarfsThe Theory of Brown Dwarfs
(and (and extrasolarextrasolar giant planets) giant planets)



Relative sizes and effective
surface temperatures of two
recently discovered brown
dwarfs -- Teide 1 and Gliese
229B -- compared to a yellow-
dwarf star (our
 sun), a red dwarf (Gliese
229A) and the planet Jupiter
reveal the transitional qualities
of these objects



Conclusion!

••AnyAny  _ ?  _ ?


